
Feature List

• Slim Profile 3.66”
• Side Control Knob (Easy to Use)
• Stainless Steel RF (Radio Frequency) Remote
• Rear Wash
• Front Wash
• Enema Wash
• Oscillating Wash (Default Mode)
• Curved Nozzle (Long Reach)
• 3-in-1 Nozzle
• Multiple Forms of Sterilization (eWater and Silver Nano)
• Hot/Cold Massage (Sitz Bath)
• Unlimited Warm Water (4 Temp Settings)
• Dryer (4 Temp Settings)
• High Strength Construction (Polypropylene)
• Large Sittable Space (High Comfort)
• Heated Seat (4 Temp Settings)
• Slow Close Seat
• Antibacterial Seat
• Auto-Open Lid
• Slow Close Lid
• Sittable Lid
• Seat weight limit: 440 lbs,  lid weight limit: 220 lbs
• Nightlight
• Auto-flushing (With + Version for Top Flush Toilets ONLY)

Short Description

Introducing the Ultra Nova Bidet Seat, your passport to unparalleled luxury and comfort in personal hygiene. 
With cutting-edge features and a streamlined look, the Ultra Nova is tailored for those who appreciate the 
finer things. Discover quality personal care with the Ultra Nova Bidet Seat – where luxury meets innovation 
to create a truly extraordinary bathroom experience.

NOVAUltra



Highlighted Features

Slim Profile 3.66” Tall
Stainless Steel RF (Radio Frequency) Remote
Enema Wash
Strong, Durable Construction (Polypropylene)
Auto-Open Lid
Dual Sterilization System (eWater and Silver Nano)

Highlighted Features with Short Description

Slim Profile 3.66”
Only slightly larger than a standard toilet seat, the Ultra Nova’s streamlined silhouette adds modern elegance 
to any bathroom.

Stainless Steel RF (Radio Frequency) Remote
The intuitive, high quality remote control is easy to use and reliably communicates with the seat, even in 
bathrooms that are small or with dark walls.

Enema Wash
The enema wash alleviates constipation with a strong, narrow stream of water that hydrates hard stool and 
stimulates the bowels.

High Quality Construction
The Ultra Nova’s shell is constructed from Polypropylene plastic, which is the industry gold standard for 
strength and durability.

Large Sittable Space (High Comfort)
The D shaped seat and low profile design create a roomy, supportive sitting space for superior comfort.

Auto-Open Lid
With the auto-open/close feature, you’ll never have to touch the lid or worry about leaving the seat up. A 
built-in seat sensor detects approaching individuals and automatically raises the lid, then closes it when it 
detects that someone is no longer seated.

Multiple Forms of Sterilization (eWater and Silver Nano)
The Ultra Nova’s water passes over an electrode that sterilizes it with a small charge. This is known as 
electrolyzed water, or eWater for short. Additionally, the bidet nozzles and interior parts have a silver nano 
coating to prevent bacteria and germs from growing.

Auto-Flush (With + Version for Top Flush Toilets ONLY)
The Ultra-NOVA+ (only the plus version) comes with a flushing mechanism that works with Top Flush toilets, 
allowing the unit to self flush when the user is no longer seated. The toilet can also be flushed by pressing 
the flush button on the remote.



Product Description

Introducing the Ultra Nova Bidet Seat, your passport to unparalleled luxury and comfort in personal hygiene. 
With cutting-edge features and the sleekest silhouette on the market, the Ultra Nova is designed for those who 
appreciate the finer things in life.
 
Immerse yourself in relaxation and rejuvenation with the Ultra Nova’s meticulously designed wash features. The 
front and rear washes offer unlimited warm water as well as adjustable water temperature, pressure and nozzle 
pressure. Optional nozzle oscillation broadens wash coverage, while the warm/cold pulse spray provides an 
extra layer of comfort. Additionally, the Ultra Nova is one of the few bidet seats with an enema wash, a strong, 
targeted spray that provides instant relief from constipation. 

Create your ideal wash routine by saving your preferred settings directly into the user presets on the Ultra 
Nova’s remote for personalized cleansing at the touch of a button. After the wash, activate the Ultra Nova’s 
powerful air dryer and sit back while the bidet gently dries you with warm air. Enjoy hands-free convenience 
start to finish thanks to the Ultra Nova’s auto open/close lid and auto flushing functions. And when you’re not 
using the bidet, the built-in night light illuminates the toilet bowl, making nighttime bathroom trips safer and 
easier.
 
Luxury isn't just about the number of features a bidet seat has, it's also about the details. A mere 3.66 inches 
tall in the back, the Ultra Nova sets a new standard for elegance as the thinnest bidet seat on the market. The 
carefully crafted wand and nozzle have a totally unique, curved design, which increases wash range and 
coverage. Plus, the bidet seat’s strong, polypropylene construction supports up to 440 lbs.

The Ultra Nova's commitment to pristine hygiene continues with its advanced sterilizing system, which keeps 
germs at bay in two ways. First, the bidet seat cleans its nozzles with sterile, electrolyzed water before and after 
each use. Second, the nozzles and interior components are coated in a silver nano solution that stops microbes 
from growing. Together, these mechanisms ensure a sanitary environment every time you use the bidet.
 
Controlling the Ultra Nova is a breeze. The bar-style remote control looks and feels fantastic thanks to the high 
quality, stainless steel craftsmanship, while the intuitive design makes it easy to operate all the seat’s functions, 
even when it’s in the wall mount. Most bidet remotes operate on an infrared signal, but the Ultra Nova’s uses a 
radio frequency signal. The strong, reliable RF signal won’t malfunction in small or dark bathrooms, so you can 
count on achieving the perfect wash every time.
 
Discover quality personal care with the Ultra Nova Bidet Seat – where luxury meets innovation to create a truly 
extraordinary bathroom experience.


